
 

AI powered Safety and Security Company ArmorGIS 
Advances to Esri Partner Network Silver Program 

 
● ArmorGIS announces advancement to the Silver Esri Partner program.  
● RescueGIS will debut at the Esri User Conference July 11-14, 2023, booth number 2113. 

 
Los Angeles CA July 11, 2023, ー ArmorGIS has graduated to a Silver Partner within the 
worldwide Esri Partner Network. The newly released RescueGIS system will debut at the Esri 
User Conference July 11-14, 2023, at booth number 2113.  
 
By leveraging the expertise of the Esri’s partner network, ArmorGIS is positioned to provide AI 
powered safety and security systems worldwide.  
 
RescueGIS delivers safety wherever you go, providing rescues in seconds and responders 
have a new source of intelligence. Newly available for Individuals, Smart Sites, and Smart 
Cities; are cloud-based, AI-powered security systems with live incident intelligence illustrated 
on smartphones. Powerful new personal safety and enterprise security capabilities are now 
available to everyone, and responder operations are elevated to an entirely new level of 
effectiveness. 
 
The new approach to safety engages responders while it’s still only a concern, taking rescue 
times down to seconds and authorities have a new source of live threat-location and incident 
intelligence. By coupling the eyes and ears of communities to advanced AI and GIS 
capability, emergency responder operations are taken to an entirely new level of 
effectiveness and new policing methods are enabled to improve neighborhood engagement. 
 
“ArmorGIS’s relationship with Esri has immeasurable value, starting with the Partner Network 
Program and Esri ArcGIS products. We are grateful for both, which were instrumental in 
developing and illustrating our incident intelligence” says ArmorGIS’s CEO and founder Chad 
Ahrens. " 
 

### 
About ArmorGIS 
ArmorGIS applies our innovative AI and GIS technologies to safety and security, delivering 
powerful new features for individuals, sites, and cities. Our role as a technology system 
provider is to enable new responder intelligence that naturally flows into improved rescues 
times, operational effectiveness, and efficiencies. Founded in 2018 in Hermosa Beach, 
California, USA, ArmorGIS is on an accelerating path to our goal, of safety wherever you go 
and new responder intelligence. Visit us at ArmorGIS and RescueGIS.com 
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